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The Royal Diaries Anastasia The Last Grand Duchess Russia 1914
They were the two youngest daughters of the world's most powerful man - Nicholas II, Tsar of Russia. Known to their family and friends as "The Little Pair",
Grand Duchesses Maria and Anastasia were born into opulence, but led modest lifestyles. They were two normal young women growing up in extraordinary
circumstances, ultimately getting caught in the middle of frightening political events that would take their teenage lives. Until this volume, the two girls did
not have a chance to tell the story of the last four years of their lives during the first world war and the revolution, - in their very own words.
In this enduring father-son classic, now available from Scholastic, 10-year-old Paul has just joined the hockey team and loves to practice every day with his
dad. When Dad gets a promotion and can no longer play with him, Paul has to make do with watching the exciting Canada vs. Soviet Union series with him
at night. Paralleling the game-by-game, play-by-play, goal-by-goal excitement, Paul and his father rally through the series, until finally the tie-breaking final
game arrives. It's a day of delight, revealing the unbelievable and the unexpected -- a story that will set readers on the edge of their seats.
A novel in diary form in which the youngest daughter of Czar Nicholas II describes the privileged life her family led up until the time of World War I and the
tragic events that befell them.
At just 11 years old, the young princess Mary Stuart is sent from her native Scotland to live in the court of her future father-in-law, King Henry II of France.
She knows one day she will have to embark on the serious business of being queen of France. My Royal Story offers a fascinating glimpse into the life of a
sixteenth-century princess.
Lady of Chʻiao Kuo
Maria Romanov
Jahanara, Princess of Princesses
Kaiulani
Margaret Bourke-White, Photographer: A Novel
Daughter of the Last Tsar, Diaries and Letters, 1913-1918
Imprisonment. Betrayal. Lost love. Murder. What more must a princess endure? Elizabeth Tudor's teenage and young adult years during
the turbulent reigns of Edward and then Mary Tudor are hardly those of a fairy-tale princess. Her mother has been beheaded by Elizabeth's
own father, Henry VIII; her jealous half sister, Mary, has her locked away in the Tower of London; and her only love interest betrays her in
his own quest for the throne. Told in the voice of the young Elizabeth and ending when she is crowned queen, this second novel in the
exciting series explores the relationship between two sisters who became mortal enemies. Carolyn Meyer has written an intriguing
historical tale that reveals the deep-seated rivalry between a determined girl who became one of England's most powerful monarchs and
the sister who tried everything to stop her.
The 1653-1654 diary of a fourteen-year-old Pocasset Indian girl, destined to become a leader of her tribe, describes how her life changes
with the seasons, after a ritual fast she undertakes, and with her tribe's interaction with the English "Coat-men" of the nearby Plymouth
Colony.
In August 1914, Russia entered World War I, and with it, the imperial family of Tsar Nicholas II was thrust into a conflict they would not
survive. His eldest child, Olga Nikolaevna, great-granddaughter of Queen Victoria, had begun a diary in 1905 when she was ten years old
and kept writing her thoughts and impressions of day-to-day life as a grand duchess until abruptly ending her entries when her father
abdicated his throne in March 1917. Held at the State Archives of the Russian Federation in Moscow, Olga's diaries during the wartime
period have never been translated into English until this volume. At the outset of the war, Olga and her sister Tatiana worked as nurses in
a military hospital along with their mother, Tsarina Alexandra. Olga's younger sisters, Maria and Anastasia, visited the infirmaries to help
raise the morale of the wounded and sick soldiers. The strain was indeed great, as Olga records her impressions of tending to the officers
who had been injured and maimed in the fighting on the Russian front. Concerns about her sickly brother, Aleksei, abound, as well those
for her father, who is seen attempting to manage the ongoing war. Gregori Rasputin appears in entries, too, in an affectionate manner as
one would expect of a family friend. While the diaries reflect the interests of a young woman, her tone grows increasingly serious as the
Russian army suffers setbacks, Rasputin is ultimately murdered, and a popular movement against her family begins to grow.
As a new edition to The Royal Diaries series, this factual tale offers young readers an insight to the life and times of this famous royal prior
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to her days on the throne as the Queen of England.
Victoria, May Blossom of Britannia
Royal Witness to the Russian Revolution
The Fate of the Romanovs
Beware, Princess Elizabeth
Warrior of the South
The diary of Eleanor, first daughter of the duke of Aquitaine, from 1136 until 1137, when at age fifteen she becomes queen of France. Includes historical notes on her later life.
A novel in diary form about Kristina, the young queen of Sweden.
Reconstructs the final days and hours of the Romanovs, as recorded by the Englishman who was their tutor
In Maria Romanov: Third Daughter of the Last Tsar, Diaries and Letters, 1908-1918, by translator and researcher Helen Azar with George Hawkins, Mashka's voice is heard again
through her intimate writings, presented for the first time in English. The Grand Duchess was much more than a pretty princess wearing white dresses in hundreds of faded sepia
photographs; Maria's surviving diaries and letters offer a fascinating insight into the private life of a loving family--from festivals and faith, to Rasputin and the coming Revolution;
it is clear why this middle child ultimately became a pillar of strength and hope for them all. Maria's gentle character belied her incredible courage, which emerged in the darkest
hours of her brief life. "The incarnation of modesty elevated by suffering," as Maria was described during the last weeks of her life, she was able to maintain her kindness and
optimism, even in the midst of violence and degradation.
The People's Princess
Elizabeth I, Red Rose of the House of Tudor
The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian Imperial Family
MARIA and ANASTASIA: the Youngest Romanov Grand Duchesses in Their Own Words
High-Risk Homosexual
Letters, Diaries, Postcards
Newbery Honor author Kathryn Lasky's MARIE ANTOINETTE is back in print with a gorgeous new package! To forge an incredibly powerful political alliance, thirteen-year-old Marie Antoinette of Austria is betrothed to Dauphin
Louis Auguste, who will one day be the king of France. To prepare her for this awesome responsibility, she must be trained to write, read, speak French, dress, act . . . even breathe. Things become more difficult for her when she is
separated from her family and sent to the court of Versailles to meet her future husband. Opinionated and headstrong Marie Antoinette must find a way to fit in at the royal court, and get along with her fiancé. The future of Austria and
France falls upon her shoulders. But as she lives a luxurious life inside the palace gates, out on the streets the people of France face hunger and poverty. Through the pages of her diary, Marie captures the isolation, the lavish parties and
gowns, her struggle to find her place, and the years leading up her ascendance of the throne . . . and a revolution.
“[A] superb history.... In these thrilling, highly readable pages, we meet Rasputin, the shaggy, lecherous mystic...; we visit the gilded ballrooms of the doomed aristocracy; and we pause in the sickroom of little Alexei, the hemophiliac heir
who, with his parents and four sisters, would be murdered by the Bolsheviks in 1918.” —The Wall Street Journal Here is the tumultuous, heartrending, true story of the Romanovs—at once an intimate portrait of Russia's last royal
family and a gripping account of its undoing. Using captivating photos and compelling first person accounts, award-winning author Candace Fleming (Amelia Lost; The Lincolns) deftly maneuvers between the imperial family’s
extravagant lives and the plight of Russia's poor masses, making this an utterly mesmerizing read as well as a perfect resource for meeting Common Core standards. "An exhilarating narrative history of a doomed and clueless family and
empire." —Jim Murphy, author of Newbery Honor Books An American Plague and The Great Fire "For readers who regard history as dull, Fleming’s extraordinary book is proof positive that, on the contrary, it is endlessly fascinating,
absorbing as any novel, and the stuff of an altogether memorable reading experience." —Booklist, Starred "Marrying the intimate family portrait of Heiligman’s Charles and Emma with the politics and intrigue of Sheinkin’s Bomb,
Fleming has outdone herself with this riveting work of narrative nonfiction that appeals to the imagination as much as the intellect." —The Horn Book, Starred Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for Young Adult Literature
Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award for Nonfiction A Robert F. Sibert Honor Book A YALSA Excellence in Nonfiction Award Finalist Winner of the Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfiction
A free and impetuous spirit, Elisabeth is chosen at the age of fifteen to be the wife of Franz Joseph, Emperor of Austria, which throws her into a world of restrictions and tremendous responsibilities.
Written in a diary-style format, this work presents the experiences and feelings of the young queen-to-be while providing informative facts about her homelife, family and royal enviroment. 90,000 first printing.
The Diary of Olga Romanov
The Royal Diaries: Marie Antoinette: Princess of Versailles, Austria-France, 1769
Anastasia
Anastasia: The Last Grand Duch
25 Chapters of My Life
Jewel of Castilla

While waiting anxiously for others to choose a husband for her, Isabella, the future Queen of Spain, keeps a diary account of her life as a member of the royal family.
The fictional diary of Princess Sophie, later named Catherine, from 1743 until 1745, when at age fifteen she is married to her second cousin Peter, Grand Duke of Russia, who will one
day be Emperor. Includes historical notes on her later life. Originally published in The Royal Diaries series for Scholastic.
Russian playwright and historian Radzinsky mines sources never before available to create a fascinating portrait of the monarch, and a minute-by-minute account of his terrifying last
days.
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In alternating voices, sixteen-year-old Chicagoan Anne and handsome, magical Ethan tell of their fated quest to rescue Russian Grand Duchess Anastasia, who tells of her long
captivity in the hut of legendary witch Baba Yaga.
Anastasia at this Address
Isabel
An Intimate Portrait of the Last Days of the Russian Imperial Family : Compiled from the Papers of Their English Tutor, Charles Sydney Gibbes
Kristina, the Girl King
The Life and Death of Nicholas II
Cleopatra VII, Daughter of the Nile
After being forcibly annexed by the U.S., the Hawaiian people turn to the young Princess Kaiulani in the hopes that their toppled
monarchy can be restored.
The dizzying rise and horrific downfall of the last queen of France from the New York Times bestselling author of Duchessina. From
the moment she was betrothed to the dauphin of France at age fourteen, perfection was demanded of Marie-Antoinette. Desperate for
affection and subjected to constant scrutiny, this spirited young woman can’t help but want to let loose with elaborate parties,
scandalous fashions, and even a forbidden love affair. Meanwhile, the peasants of France are suffering from increasing poverty and
becoming outraged. They want to make the queen pay for her reckless extravagance—with her life. Includes historical notes, an
author’s note, and bibliography “Historical-fiction fans will be swept up in the cruel fates of the monarchs and political forces,
particularly as the drama escalates into horror.”—Booklist “Beautifully written from the point of view of Marie-Antoinette, and
then from the point of view of her daughter, this is fascinating book that fans of historical fiction will find
captivating.”—Through the Looking Glass Children’s Book Reviews “This novel about the ill-fated queen covers her life from age 13
when, as an Austrian princess, she prepares to marry the French dauphin to her death by guillotine in 1793 . . . Meyer writes in a
lighthearted, casual style, vividly portraying the historical era and aptly defining unfamiliar vocabulary.”—School Library
Journal
It is one of the greatest riddles of all time: Did Anastasia, youngest daughter of the last Russian Czar, survive the massacre of
the royal family in 1917? James Blair Lovell's painstaking research proves, beyond a doubt, that Anna Anderson--who claimed until
her death in 1984 she was Anastasia--indeed was. "Reads like a detective novel".--Publishers Week.
My name is Anastasia. The history books say I died. They don’t know the half of it. Anastasia “Nastya” Romanov was given a single
mission: to smuggle an ancient spell into her suitcase on her way to exile in Siberia. It might be her family’s only salvation.
But the leader of the Bolshevik army is after them, and he’s hunted Romanov before. Nastya’s only chances of saving herself and
her family are either to release the spell and deal with the consequences, or to enlist help from Zash, the handsome soldier who
doesn’t act like the average Bolshevik. Nastya has only dabbled in magic, but it doesn’t frighten her half as much as her growing
attraction to Zash. She likes him. She thinks he might even like her. That is, until she’s on one side of a firing squad . . . and
he’s on the other. Praise for Romanov: "I am obsessed with this book! A magical twist on history that will have Anastasia fans
wishing for more. I loved every detail Brandes wrote. If you love magic and Imperial Russia, you want Romanov on your shelf!"
—Evelyn Skye "Romanov will cast a spell on readers and immerse them in a history anyone would long to be a part of." —Sasha
Alsberg "If you think you know the story behind Anastasia Romanov, think again! The perfect blend of history and fantasy, Romanov
takes a deeper look at the days leading up to the family’s tragedy, while also exploring the possibilities behind the mysteries
that have long intrigued history buffs everywhere. Brandes weaves a brilliant and intricate saga of love, loss, and the power of
forgiveness. Prepare to have your breath stolen by this gorgeous novel of brilliant prose and epic enchantment." —Sara Ella Fulllength historical fantasy Includes discussion questions for book clubs Paperback contains special bonus chapter
The Princess Bride
The Diary of Annetka Kaminska, Lattimer, Pennsylvania, 1896
The Last Tsar
Anacaona, Golden Flower
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The Race to Save the Romanovs
Anastasia and Her Sisters
This witty memoir traces a touching and often hilarious spiralic path to embracing a gay, Latinx identity against a culture of
machismo—from a cockfighting ring in Nicaragua to cities across the U.S.—and the bath houses, night clubs, and drag queens who
help redefine pride I’ve always found the definition of machismo to be ironic, considering that pride is a word almost unanimously
associated with queer people, the enemy of machistas . . . In a world desperate to erase us, queer Latinx men must find ways to
hold on to pride for survival, but excessive male pride is often what we are battling, both in ourselves and in others. A debut
memoir about coming of age as a gay, Latinx man, High-Risk Homosexual opens in the ultimate anti-gay space: Edgar Gomez’s uncle’s
cockfighting ring in Nicaragua, where he was sent at thirteen years old to become a man. Readers follow Gomez through the queer
spaces where he learned to love being gay and Latinx, including Pulse nightclub in Orlando, a drag queen convention in Los
Angeles, and the doctor’s office where he was diagnosed a “high-risk homosexual.” With vulnerability, humor, and quick-witted
insights into racial, sexual, familial, and professional power dynamics, Gomez shares a hard-won path to taking pride in the parts
of himself he was taught to keep hidden. His story is a scintillating, beautiful reminder of the importance of leaving space for
joy.
Ready for romance, thirteen-year-old Anastasia answers an ad in the personals with an exaggerated description of herself but soon
runs into trouble when the unknown man turns up at a friend's wedding.
Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess, Russia, 1914Scholastic Inc.
The Last Duchess is the touching story of Princess Anastasia and Dunia, two girls whose lives were worlds apart, but
whosefriendship lasted a lifetime. When Dunia runs away from her tiny village in the forests of Siberia, she never imagines she'll
meet the Tsar of Russia. But before long she's visiting the palace and making friends with the impish young princess, Anastasia.
Life couldn't be happier... until the dark clouds of revolution loom over Russia. Could Dunia lose her new world, her new friend even her own life?
The Last Duchess
My Story: Mary Queen of Scots
Anastasia's Diary
Hidden Treasures of the Romanovs
The House of Special Purpose
Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess, Russia, 1914
Readers can embark on an extraordinary journey to Southern China in the 6th century A.D. where they will meet sixteen-year-old Ch'iao Kuo, a born leader called Red Bird,
whose bravery and brilliance is unrivaled.
The Grand Duchess Olga records her life with an artist's eye for detail, against the backdrop of the historical events which shook the world.
The story of the Romanov jewels and of Englishman Albert Stopford who risked his life to smuggle millions of pounds worth of of the precious gems from Russia to London in
1917.
Experience the sumptuous wealth and the unforgettable drama within the Moghul Dynasty of seventeenth-century India through Newbery Honor- author Kathryn Lasky's diary of
Princess Jahanara. In the 1600s, the Moghul emperors of India were among the greatest and most superb rulers of the East. Jahanara is the daughter of one of these powerful
figures, Shah Jahan, The Magnificent. A lover of refinement, his courts are of the finest architecture, priceless painting, unbelievable gardens, and ultra-fabulous wealth.
Jahanara, the oldest and favorite of his children, is showered with emeralds and diamonds and rubies. She is attended by numerous servants and learned tutors. But her world is
not one of complete
Elisabeth
Rules and Instructions for Marie-Antoinette
Romanov
Catherine, the Great Journey: Russia 1743
Dreaming Anastasia
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Saving the Royal Jewels
In this international bestseller investigating the murder of the Russian Imperial Family, Helen Rappaport embarks on a quest to uncover the various plots and plans to save them, why they failed, and who was
responsible. The murder of the Romanov family in July 1918 horrified the world, and its aftershocks still reverberate today. In Putin's autocratic Russia, the Revolution itself is considered a crime, and its
anniversary was largely ignored. In stark contrast, the centenary of the massacre of the Imperial Family was commemorated in 2018 by a huge ceremony attended by the Patriarch of the Russian Orthodox
Church. While the murders themselves have received major attention, what has never been investigated in detail are the various plots and plans behind the scenes to save the family—on the part of their royal
relatives, other governments, and Russian monarchists loyal to the Tsar. Rappaport refutes the claim that the fault lies entirely with King George V, as has been the traditional view for the last century. The
responsibility for failing the Romanovs must be equally shared. The question of asylum for the Tsar and his family was an extremely complicated issue that presented enormous political, logistical and
geographical challenges at a time when Europe was still at war. Like a modern day detective, Helen Rappaport draws on new and never-before-seen sources from archives in the US, Russia, Spain and the
UK, creating a powerful account of near misses and close calls with a heartbreaking conclusion. With its up-to-the-minute research, The Race to Save the Romanovs is sure to replace outdated classics as
the final word on the fate of the Romanovs.
The daring and passionate life of photographer Margaret Bourke-White -- the first female war photojournalist in World War II and the first female photographer for Life magazine -- is captured in this historical
novel. Growing up, Margaret Bourke-White intended to become a herpetologist, but while she was still in college, her interest in nature changed to a fascination with photography. As her skill with a camera
grew, her focus widened from landscapes architecture to shots of factories, trains, and bridges. Her artist's eye sharpened to see patterns and harsh beauty where others saw only chaos and ugliness. Totally
dedicated to her work, and driven by her ambition to succeed, she eventually became a well-known and sought after photographer, traveling all over the United States and Europe. A comprehensive author's
note provides additional information to round out readers' understanding of this fascinating and inspiring historical figure.
A diary account of thirteen-year-old Anetka's life in Poland in 1896, immigration to America, marriage to a coal miner, widowhood, and happiness in finally finding her true love.
Edwidge Danticat, the award-winning, best-selling author of THE FARMING OF BONES and KRIK? KRAK! offers a powerful addition to The Royal Diaries series with the story of Haiti's heroic queen
Anacaona. With her signature narrative grace, Edwidge Danticat brings Haiti's beautiful queen Anacaona to life. Queen Anacaona was the wife of one of her island's rulers, and a composer of songs and
poems, making her popular among her people. Haiti was relatively quiet until the Spanish conquistadors discovered the island and began to settle there in 1492. The Spaniards treated the natives very
cruelly, and when the natives revolted, the Spanish governor of Haiti ordered the arrests of several native nobles, including Anacaona, who was eventually captured and executed, to the horror of her people.
Eleanor, Crown Jewel of Aquitaine
A Memoir
The Lost Princess
The Greatest Goal
Weetamoo, Heart of the Pocassets
The Bad Queen
She was the sixteen-year-old Duchess of Russia living on a palatial estate with everything she could want until the Russian people decided that they had had enough of the Tsar and his
family, and they devised a murderous plan to end his rule forever.
There’s a heavy price to pay for royalty in this compelling—and true—story of Anastasia Romanov and her fellow grand duchesses of Russia, from an award-winning novelist. It’s summer
in 1914 and the Romanovs are aboard the Standart, the Russian royal yacht. Tsar Nicholas, Tsaritsa Alexandra, their four daughters, and the youngest child, Tsarevitch Alexei, are sailing
to Romania to meet Crown Prince Carol and his parents. It seems like a fairy tale existence for the four grand duchesses, dressed in beautiful clothes, traveling from palace to palace. But
it’s not. Life inside the palace is far from a fairy tale. The girls’ younger brother suffers from an excruciatingly painful and deadly blood disease, and their parents have chosen to shield
the Russian people from the severity of the future tsar’s condition. The secrets and strain are hard on the family, and conditions are equally dire beyond the palace walls. Peasants suffer
under the burden of extreme poverty and Tsar Nicholas’s leadership power weakens. And when the unthinkable happens—Germany declares war on Russia—nothing in Anastasia’s world
will ever be the same.
Award-winning author Carolyn Meyer's ANASTASIA is back in print with a gorgeous new package! Thirteen-year-old Anastasia is the youngest daughter of Czar Nicholas II, ruler of
Russia. Anastasia is used to a life of luxury; her major concerns are how to get out of her detested schoolwork to play in the snow, go ice-skating, or have picnics. She wears diamonds
and rubies, and every morning her mother tells her which matching outfit she and her three sisters shall wear that day. It's a fairy tale life -- until everything changes with the outbreak of
war between Russia and Germany. As Russia enters WWI, hunger and poverty grows among the peasants, and soon they are not pleased with their ruler. While the czar is trying win a
war and save their country, the country is turning on the royal family. When her father and the rest of the family are imprisoned by the Bolsheviks, suddenly Anastasia understands what
this war is costing the people. In the pages of her diary, Anastasia chronicles the wealth and luxury of her royal days, as well as the fall from power, and her uncertain fate.
Abundant, newly discovered sources shatter long-held beliefs The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 revealed, among many other things, a hidden wealth of archival documents relating
to the imprisonment and eventual murder of Tsar Nicholas II, his wife Alexandra, and their children. Emanating from sources both within and close to the Imperial Family as well as from
their captors and executioners, these often-controversial materials have enabled a new and comprehensive examination of one the pivotal events of the twentieth century and the many
controversies that surround it. Based on a careful analysis of more than 500 of these previously unpublished documents, along with numerous newly discovered photos, The Fate of the
Romanovs makes compelling revisions to many long-held beliefs about the Romanovs' final months and moments.
A Coal Miner's Bride
The Family Romanov: Murder, Rebellion, and the Fall of Imperial Russia
Girl with a Camera
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